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Kashmir
A daily journal written by a Serviceman in
1946 whilst on leave in Kashmir. It tells of
his trips to the many places of interest in
the area, with much description of the
scenery, including the bird and plant life he
found there. The author had a great interest
in the Church Mission Schools and has
described these in great detail, giving an
insight into how these schools were run at
that time. He spent a month in Kashmir,
and took advantage of every opportunity to
explore the area. The book conveys the
love he had for this beautiful part of the
world and allows the reader to share in its
splendour.
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Kashmir editor shot dead in Srinagar alongside bodyguards. Shujaat Bukhari, 50, first journalist to be killed in 12
years in disputed region. Kashmir News the latest from Al Jazeera 9 hours ago The government has decided that stone
throwers in Jammu and Kashmir will not be given any amnesty in the near future, a senior Home 2005 Kashmir
earthquake - Wikipedia A recent editorial by the New York Times demonstrates little understanding of what is actually
going on in Kashmir. No mercy for Kashmir stone throwers: Centre - The Hindu Kashmir. 138350 likes 329 talking
about this. Pre-order E.A.R (CD, VINYL, FLAC) here: web: www.kashmir.nu. Kashmir conflict - Wikipedia Kashmiri
language - Wikipedia Kashmiri (?????, ????? ), or Koshur (pronounced k??sur or k??sur) is a language from the Dardic
subgroup of Indo-Aryan languages and it is spoken primarily Kashmir - The New York Times 5 hours ago Union law
minister Ravi Shankar Prasad lambasted Congress leader Ghulam Nabi Azads comments on Jammu and Kashmir and
said people Guide to Kashmir and the Himalaya - YouTube 4 hours ago Congress leader Ghulam Nabi Azad is playing
cynical politics by saying that the army kills more civilians than militants in Jammu and Kashmir, In Kashmir Conflict,
Pellet Gun Injuries Stir Anger Kashmir is the northernmost geographical region of the Indian subcontinent. Until the
mid-19th century, the term Kashmir denoted only the Kashmir Valley Jammu and Kashmir (princely state) - Wikipedia
The Kashmiris are an ethnic group native to the Kashmir Valley, in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir, who speak
Kashmiri, an Indo-Aryan Dardic language. DNA: Anantnag encounter kills Islamic State Jammu and Kashmir chief The
2005 Kashmir earthquake occurred at 08:50:39 Pakistan Standard Time on 8 October in Pakistan administered areas of
Kashmir. It was centered near the Kashmir - Wikipedia 9 hours ago - 10 min - Uploaded by Zee NewsThis segment of
DNA brings to you analysis of top news of the day. Anantnag encounter kills News for Kashmir The troubles in
Kashmir are at least as old as the modern states of India and Pakistan, both created in 1947. Since then those nations
have gone to war twice Viewpoint: Why the Kashmir government fall is a tragedy - BBC News The University of
estaesmiboda.com
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Jammu and Kashmir was founded in the year 1948. In the year 1969 it was bifurcated into two full-fledged Universities:
University of Kashmir at
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